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Abstract. As standard building occupancy schedules continue to change
from static closed-door offices to dynamic open office layouts, we face
new challenges for developing smart building energy management sys-
tems (BEMS) that can simultaneously adapt to save energy costs, while
also incorporating the comfort preferences of the occupants. This is es-
pecially true for certain building types which by design are open layout,
or partially-open layout such as schools, hospitals, and libraries. In this
paper, we identify and explain three of the most critical challenges that
specifically relate to incorporating feedback from building occupants into
an interactive reinforcement learning algorithm. For each challenge, we
propose how the challenge could be dealt with practically, within the con-
text of our ongoing work and experimentation in this area. Overcoming
these challenges opens new opportunities for artificial intelligence solu-
tions that will place citizens in the centre and also help smart building
designers move toward net-zero goals.

Keywords: building energy management · comfort profiles · reinforce-
ment learning.

1 Introduction

Generally speaking, building energy management systems (BEMS) include both
hardware components and software algorithms that control indoor climate such
as heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC), indoor air temperature,
indoor air quality, humidity, lighting, and certain sanitation equipment. All of
these comfort-oriented components consume electricity and contribute to the
overall cost for facilities to operate. Not only does energy for building operation
take up nearly one third of energy consumption in the world [1], it is also esti-
mated that the global market for BEMS and solutions based on artificial intelli-
gence (AI) will reach (USD) $7.3 billion by 2026 [2]. However, most BEMS that
are currently deployed in the real world do not have the capability to respond
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to changing occupancy schedules1. Most of the researched solutions to energy
management involve a machine learning technique called reinforcement learning
(RL [3] but these algorithms take a limited or naive view of both occupancy and
comfort, such as treating occupancy as a binary problem (occupied/unoccupied)
and comfort as a set room temperature for an entire building. These naive as-
sumptions create a gap between simulation and real-world deployment.

AI researchers, engineers, and companies who work in this area envision
smart buildings of the future that are adaptive, meaning that they account for
natural shifts in occupancy levels and comfort needs throughout the course of
the day. Further, there have been more recent efforts to include occupant com-
fort preferences into the software algorithms that manage building resources [4],
rather than relying on a set temperature for an entire building or floor. Most of
the energy consumed by a building is related to maintaining thermal comfort [5].
However, if a room, zone, or floor of a building has low occupancy, this can re-
sult in wasted energy and higher costs for building operators. From an industry
perspective, goals for companies may include employee health, productivity, and
safety, rather than just the energy saving and thermal comfort. Balancing these
complex goals is very challenging to balance these goals.

Recent AI trends have studied BEMS in terms of reinforcement learning (RL)
algorithms [6–9]. RL algorithms provide a means to optimize single or multiple
objectives. In the work that we propose for balancing comfort preferences and en-
ergy consumption, we find that multi-objective reinforcement learning (MORL)
provides the best opportunity for learning policies that optimize multiple ob-
jectives simultaneously [10]. Further, this type of problem also benefits from
interactive reinforcement learning (IRL) [11] in order to incorporate feedback
from building occupants when they are able to provide it. As we describe in this
paper (Section 5), designing a MORL algorithm that performs meaningfully and
is easy to train is a very challenging task. At the same time, previous research
typically presents different models for different buildings, each with unique char-
acteristics. Developing a one-size-fits-all solution is still not yet possible and is
outside of the scope of this paper.

Designing an RL algorithm paradigm from which to work is only one step
toward solving the technical challenges surrounding the problem of optimizing
comfort preferences and energy consumption. In the case of comfort preferences,
while there has been prior work relating to collecting [12], learning [4] and also
aggregating [13] multiple inputs from people, this is far from a solved problem.
In fact, a recent study [14] has highlighted more deeply that current research on
comfort preferences falls short, especially because there are multiple definitions of
comfort and needs may differ depending on the zone and use-case for a building.

The purpose of this paper is to examine three main challenges to comfort
profiles for BEMS based on very recent advances in the state of the art for
reinforcement learning. This overview is important because they take into con-
sideration a realistic and interactive use-case for a deployed BEMS, while also
considering that most research and development takes place in a simulated envi-

1 https://www.znealliance.org/acco-bems
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ronment. Addressing these challenges is another step closer toward more efficient
and trustworthy BEMS whose foremost purpose is to service citizen comfort and
safety, while also working toward sustainability goals. We present the following
three challenges along with suggested solutions based on ongoing work and ex-
perimentation:

1. Challenge 1: What kind of information needs to be collected from occupants
and how often? (Section 3)

2. Challenge 2: How should occupant comfort profiles be aggregated? (Sec-
tion 4)

3. Challenge 3: How can comfort profiles be incorporated into a reinforcement
learning algorithm? (Section 5)

2 Background and Related Work

Previous work from [15] has examined how human behaviour changes when peo-
ple are provided with a smart thermostat in their home, which may also enable
them to make better economical decisions about their energy consumption with
respect to price. The authors analyzed users’ preferred temperature set-points
at various times of the day, using different costs for electricity price-points. They
found that many users were willing to reduce their electricity consumption when
prices were high, even if that meant that their home temperature changed from
their set-point. As the authors note, one limitation was that they used room
temperature as a proxy for user comfort. They further did not take into ac-
count that comfort preferences may change throughout the day, or have shifting
priorities due to user-intrinsic factors (e.g. disability, age, or short-term illness).

Recent work has introduced Gnu-RL2 [16] which first learns from historical
to pre-train policy gradients in order to reduce overall training time of the RL
algorithm. This pre-training step makes the algorithm “precocial” in that it is
already mature before RL training, which significantly reduces overall training
time by a factor of simulation decades [17]. However, the Gnu-RL algorithm
makes some assumptions which contribute major limitations, and which have
not yet been addressed in research. It assumes that building dynamics are lo-
cally linear and also the algorithm is also missing an interactive component. As
[18] point out, the linear design means that it is difficult to adapt to real-world
settings that are dynamic, such as a hospital building or a college campus. With-
out an interactive component, it is not possible to incorporate occupant feedback
into the algorithm in real-time.

Handling occupant interaction is itself a difficult problem. For example, [19]
treat interaction from building occupants as evidence that they are dissatisfied
based on the assumption that if people were already content and comfortable,
they are not likely to provide positive feedback about their comfort. Counting
the number of times that occupants submit their feedback is not ideal for large
buildings, wherein the temperatures may be different depending on the zones and

2 https://github.com/INFERLab/Gnu-RL
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occupancy levels. Their RL algorithm uses deep learning to balance and optimize
both comfort and energy by attempting to simultaneously minimize discomfort
and minimize energy consumption. However, their approach does not attempt
to represent that comfort levels for some occupants may require a priority as
with disabled, elderly, or children.

3 Challenge 1: Comfort Preference Collection

Our first challenge relates to how data is collected for modelling comfort prefer-
ences. In the first instance, it is necessary to have a large dataset to train an RL
algorithm. However, since comfort preferences and profiles are not part of ex-
isting datasets, this poses a challenge for modelling interaction in the algorithm
training. Another facet to this challenge is that it is unknown exactly what type
of information must be collected. For example, in an office building where the
occupants are recurring, it may be easiest to allow the occupants to fill in a
profile, for example using an app or other web interface. The profile information
can be stored and accessed by the BEMS and RL algorithm to ensure that their
office and area are comfortable when occupied. For other types of buildings such
as schools or hospitals, where occupancy is changing, the BEMS would bene-
fit from regular feedback so that it can adapt, but not so much feedback that
occupants will become annoyed by answering questions.

We propose to conduct an online survey where we provide participants with
an imaginary scenario that describes “their office” and ask them to enter infor-
mation about their preferred temperature and ventilation set-points at various
times of day. This information would allow us to create realistic comfort profiles
that can be incorporated into the design of our ideal BEMS RL algorithm. We
can further ask participants to envision the circumstances where they would be-
come annoyed by providing real-time feedback. While this type of survey does
have its limitations, it may help with overcoming a lack of explicit comfort pro-
files in publicly available datasets that are used alongside highly-detailed building
dynamics simulations like EnergyPlus3.

4 Challenge 2: Comfort Profile Aggregation

When we discuss comfort profiles, a very important element of that conversation
is how to manage multiple different comfort profiles at the same time, in a BEMS.
This is a very challenging research area. In fact [20] present this as a problem of
learning different control policies that will allow for human behaviour to change
over time, and change differently for each occupant. There is currently no suitable
algorithmic approach from reinforcement learning that can manage that level of
ongoing uncertainty. Towards a solution, we propose that some occupants in the
building may require a weighting for their comfort profile, which would allow
their preferences to take priority over other occupants. This weighting would be

3 https://energyplus.net/
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ideally related to health and safety concerns, rather than unrelated factors such
as authority or financial status. It is important to consider that this type of data
collection involves collecting data about occupants’ behaviour and preferences,
which can raise privacy concerns in the case that data is not properly anonymized
or some occupants are not comfortable sharing their information. Privacy is
something that all researchers dealing will need to consider.

We can further consider aggregating comfort profiles in terms of zones. For
example, in an open-office layout with hot-desks, it may be preferable to offer oc-
cupants that certain zones have particular properties and allow those occupants
to choose their zone accordingly.

5 Challenge 3: Incorporating Comfort into Reinforcement
Learning Algorithms

In our work, we assume that there is a single-level building with different zones
(e.g. an office building). Each zone has a number of occupants who may enter
and their zone, or the building itself. The goal is to set the temperature of each
zone to maximize the satisfaction level of the occupants. Also, to be able to
understand the satisfaction level of the occupants, we will interact with them
and get their feedback. As described earlier, in simulation experiments, we may
utilize realistic comfort settings gathered from a survey so that our simulation
reflects preferences from real people rather than randomly contrived values.

In a standard RL problem, a learning agent observes the resulting environ-
ment transitions in a number of discrete steps and learns the control policy to
maximize the accumulated reward. However, in this work, we will use Interactive
RL to solve this problem, which will allow us to get feedback from people in the
building and adjust the building’s temperature based on that feedback and other
observations.

In our model, we define each zone as a tuple z(p, t) where p is the number of
people and t is the current temperature of that zone. Then, we define the state
space as a set of zones S = {z1, z2, ..., zn}. Also, the action that we take at each
iteration would be a list of temperatures a = {t1, t2, ..., tn}.

In this work, we will get the following information from the user.

– Specifying occupants’ preferred temperature.
– Ranking different actions/schedules for a particular day.
– Occupant’s zone number
– Their priority level.

Using this information we can train our initial MORL as we will have multiple
zones (as well as multiple objectives) and we should set the temperature for
each. Later, using interactive RL, we will require users to evaluate the system’s
performance qualitatively. Our expected feedback from the user would be:

– Are they present in their zone?
– Did they change their zone?
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– Their responses to the thermal environment (optimal temperature set point
for the zone they are currently in)

– Giving binary (positive/negative) feedback and saying in general whether
they are happy with the temperature or not.

6 Discussion and Future Work

We have highlighted the current state-of-the-art for AI-based approaches to op-
timizing building energy and occupant comfort. While there have been many
recent advances, some challenges still remain. We introduced three such chal-
lenges and described our proposed approach for each, which we are continuing
to explore in our work.

Our challenges have addressed that we may assign individual weights for
particular comfort profiles, and aggregate them based on this information. This
adds a layer of complexity and allows us to assign higher weight to occupants with
special needs, such as people with a health condition (e.g. respiratory problems
who may require better air quality), disability, children and the elderly. In our
future work, we will develop a new objective measure that will help us determine
if an occupant should have priority. We will also use a survey to get input from
people about whether they think these are fair and equal decisions. Otherwise,
there is a risk of conflicts or dissatisfaction among occupants who feel that their
needs are not being met.

Our proposed model will require complimentary techniques of interactive
RL (IRL) as well as multi-objective RL (MORL). Such a system will be very
complex to design and train, which is why we are sharing the challenges of this
work at the outset. We hope that other researchers in the community who work
on BEMS will share our interest in re-thinking how to best handle occupant
comforts alongside energy.
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